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FEEDBACK

Reporting formats

A

s these comments from the investment
community suggest (below), it’s largely
personal preference that determines whether

individual investment community members want their
reporting in hard copy or online, along with any other
choices of format.

‘I’m an old-fashioned kind of guy and I like hard copy’ – Singapore, sell side
‘I am satisfied with the level of detail from the larger companies. Generally, I much prefer hard copy
so I don’t really look online’ – Singapore, buy side
‘Personally, even if companies did produce fact books or publications, I wouldn’t have time to read them’
– Singapore, sell side
‘SembCorp Industries produces a good fact book, which I find useful’ – Singapore, buy side
‘All the published information is fine for me but I am not aware of any particularly good fact books. CapitaLand,
DBS and SembCorp Industries all provide segmented detail, which I find useful’ – Singapore, buy side
‘We don’t see any separate fact books, but there is often some general information in the annual reports’
– Hong Kong, buy side

Technology

T

he Asian investment community has mixed
views about the use of technology in investor
relations. Their comments are grouped below
by technology type – social media, videoconferencing,
websites, apps, and so on, but beginning with their
views on the subject more generally.

Overall, the conclusions from these comments
would seem to be that webcasts are very popular
with the investment community. Companies would
also do well to ensure they provide transcripts of
presentations, webcasts and so on, and leave them
up on their websites for as long as possible.

GENERAL
‘The company I deal with that makes the best use of technology is CapitaMalls Asia’ – Singapore, sell side
‘The companies I follow that use technology best are CapitaMall Trust, which updates me regularly,
and CapitaLand, which provides webcasts’ – Singapore, sell side
‘The best all-round use of technology for IR is by Guangzhou R&F’ – Singapore, buy side
‘The overall best website is SingTel’s because it is the most thorough’ – Singapore, buy side
‘I think social media, webcasts and investor alerts are all very helpful. They are more usual at US and
European companies but a few Asian companies are now embracing the new technologies’ – Singapore, buy side
‘Virtual roadshows are useful and investor-friendly, but I only use conference calls occasionally’
– Singapore, buy side
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FEEDBACK

Meetings

M

embers of Asia’s investment community
certainly want to attend meetings with the
companies they follow. In general, they
want those meetings to be with members of senior

management, they want plenty of time for questions
– and they want their questions to be answered openly.
Here are some of their specific comments regarding
the length of those meetings.

THE RIGHT LENGTH
‘I like open discussion at meetings and plenty of time for questions at the end. It doesn’t necessarily
have to involve everyone from the meeting although it can be useful to hear other people’s questions.
The company I follow that gets the balance of meetings just right is Genting Singapore’ – Singapore, sell side
‘Meetings sometimes go on too long so there is not enough time to answer my questions’ – Singapore, sell side
‘Among my companies, presentations are fine and there is always enough time for Q&A’ – Taiwan, sell side
‘Some meetings are far too long and are more to do with PR than providing insight’ – Singapore, buy side
‘I like to have a good discussion but this is rare. There is usually time for Q&A but has the firm answered openly?’
– Singapore, buy side
‘I like plenty of relevant information at meetings with time for Q&A, and this is not always what happens’
– Singapore, buy side
‘Generally presentations and meetings go on for the right amount of time and most of my companies
give quarterly briefings with plenty of time for Q&A’ – Singapore, buy side
‘Sometimes the time allowed for Q&A is too short. Guangzhou R&F provides ample time,
however, as does Franshion’ – Singapore, buy side
‘Most IROs are running meetings appropriately, although sometimes they go on a bit too long.
Ideally, we would have 30 percent presentation and 70 percent Q&A’ – Hong Kong, buy side
‘Generally, the limited time for Q&A is the main problem. Wilmar, First Resources and Olam are
just about OK on the Q&A front but with many – such as Noble – the sessions are too short’
– Singapore, sell side

SENIOR MANAGEMENT
The call for management to be present at
meetings is widespread. Indeed, many analysts

and investors would rather not attend a meeting
without the CEO, CFO or president being there.

‘I like management to look me in the eyes at meetings’ – Taiwan, sell side
‘I like meetings only when senior management is in attendance. Venture Corp held an excellent
meeting in February that provided color on how it is growing the business. Also the president always attends
the quarterly meetings, together with the CFO, which is as it should be’ – Singapore, buy side
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TOP 10 All-Asia company profiles

Linking the company and its owners

D

r Adit Laixuthai operates under a number
of titles at Kasikornbank, including chief
investor relations officer and corporate
secretary. He is also a member of the
management committee and secretary to the
independent directors committee. But as can be
seen from the list of IR staff members (see below),
he does at least have a healthily sized team of people
to help him, chief among them Marisa Watthaphanich,
senior vice president and co-head of the office of
corporate secretary and investor relations.
KBank, as insiders know it, first established
the investor relations unit back in May 1998, during
the worst part of the Asian crisis, to be the primary
contact point for shareholders. It has matured since
then to become not only the highest ranked in
Thailand for the past three years but also the first
company from outside the leading markets of Hong
Kong, mainland China, Singapore and Taiwan to
make it into the All-Asia top 10.
So what is KBank doing right? ‘Our team values
the importance of solid teamwork and knowledge
building,’ says Watthaphanich. ‘We are always alert,
as we believe there is always room for improvement.
Nothing is ever 100 percent, and we strive for the
best.’ She notes that economic uncertainties and

7 Kasikornbank
AWARD WINNER | BEST IN COUNTRY (see p55)
Listing
information
Head of IR

Large cap
Stock Exchange of Thailand
Financials
Dr Adit Laixuthai

IR team

Marisa Watthaphanich,
Romchat Songsiri,
Suchart Lertwatanakitkul,
Saisunee Dejnantharat,
Katalee Krachangsaeng

Awards 2014

Best IR by a Thai company
Best IR by a CEO

Short lists
2014

Contact
information

Grand prix for best overall investor
relations (large cap) – South East Asia
Best investor relations officer
Best financial reporting
Best in sector – financials
www.kasikornbank.com
adit.l@kasikornbank.com
+66 2 470 6900/1

changing environments increase the need for interaction with the investment community: ‘So we keep our
team well prepared to maintain investor confidence
and ensure our standards reflect best practice.’
Just as importantly, she adds, an IRO is ‘not
merely a messenger but a crucial link between
the company and its true owners. Shareholders’
expectations must be heard and the organization
must respond and convert expectations into action.
The interests of the shareholders and the organization
must be aligned. High-level support makes a big
difference to the performance of an IR team.’
In KBank’s case, this alignment extends to
the investor relations team ‘integrating and applying
the company’s customer-centric philosophy into
its own dealings with the bank’s investors,’ says
Watthaphanich. ‘By consistently echoing our chief
executive’s business philosophy and strategic
direction to the investment community, we strengthen
our relationship with it. And as part of our ‘never say
no’ policy we endeavor to accommodate requests and
provide easy access and flexibility for our investors.’
In terms of on-the-ground activities in 2014,
from January to October KBank executives – the CEO,
the two presidents, the CFO, other executives and
members of the IR team – met with analysts and
investors in various types of meetings including
one-on-ones, conference calls, analyst meetings,
investor conferences, mid-year non-deal roadshows
and local non-deal roadshows. In all, there were
177 meetings with 723 firms and 995 individuals.
Among these encounters there were eight
investor conferences, including the Goldman Sachs
Macro Conference, the CLSA Asean Forum and the
Macquarie Financials Conference for ASEAN, as
well as a series of non-deal roadshows, with ports
of call in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan,
London, Edinburgh, the Netherlands, Frankfurt,
Boston, New York, San Francisco and Toronto.
Overall, Watthaphanich says, the importance of
IR at Kasikornbank is shaped by the commitment to
shareholders of the CEO, the CFO, the presidents and
the board of directors, who share the IR role, meeting
with investors on a regular basis and helping to
convey the bank’s philosophy to them. ‘When KBank’s
CEO clearly signals that IR functions are a part of
his duties, the tone from the top is set and our
commitment to shareholders is established,’ she
says. ‘This high-level support – the proper tone at
the top – makes a big difference to the performance
of the IR team and gives us the opportunity to be part
of the shareholder value creation process.’
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Greater China Awards 2014

Grand prix for best overall investor relations
(small or mid-cap)
Sa Sa International
Hong Kong

244

China Everbright International
Hong Kong

214

Anton Oilfield Services
Hong Kong

202
168
159
125

Pacific Basin Shipping
Hong Kong

104

Central China Real Estate
China

Sa Sa International

‘Sa Sa International has reasonably open disclosure and the
reporting is good compared with other companies. This is
mainly due to the quality of the operating matrix, which is
important in the consumer sector. Sa Sa also reports total
sales in a detailed breakdown’ – Hong Kong, sell side
‘Sa Sa International is the best in the sector for the quality
of its disclosure, accessibility to senior management and
the responsiveness of the IRO’ – Hong Kong, sell side
‘The IR people are easy to access. At some companies it’s
almost impossible to get hold of anyone, but the people at
Sa Sa International are willing to meet investors and share
information’ – Hong Kong, sell side

China Everbright International

‘I think people who can communicate well are those who
understand the business and its place in the industry as
this allows them to talk about the whole picture. This is key
to successful IR. The companies that have these people are
China Everbright International and Galaxy Entertainment’ –
China, buy side
‘A good level of transparency is what I am looking for and
China Everbright International has the ideal amount in its
financials, with clear disclosure of earnings and factors
that drive earnings. This means we can enter into good
discussions with the firm’ – Singapore, buy side
‘China Everbright International discloses more information
than previously and in a timely manner. Also, there is
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3

Link REIT
Hong Kong
KWG Property Holding
China

2

‘The IR team at China Everbright has good knowledge and
communicates progress well with regular email updates.
It has a good level of contact with all the investment
community’ – China, buy side

Franshion Properties
Hong Kong

117

1

better liaison with investors and analysts these days’ –
Hong Kong, sell side

Anton Oilfield Services

‘The presentation of interim and final results from Anton
Oilfield Services is really clear. It also holds teleconferences
and keeps up regular communications with the financial
community’ – Hong Kong, sell side
‘Anton Oilfield does a good job with regular updates to
investors. It keeps us informed of the latest developments
in the business environment as well as what is going on in
the company’ – Hong Kong, buy side

4

Pacific Basin Shipping

‘Pacific Basin’s website has good availability of data, an interactive annual report and detailed fleet lists. There is also
good access to the IRO and senior management and it holds
a useful annual corporate day’ – Hong Kong, buy side
‘Pacific Basin holds regular meetings, online briefings
and analyst days and manages expectations well. If your
estimate is too high or low, it will communicate with you
about it; I think that’s very helpful. We usually have to
ask companies for guidance but Pacific Basin provides it
without being asked’ – China, sell side
‘Emily Lau, head of IR at Pacific Basin Shipping, manages
our expectations well and that is what I look for in an IRO.
When, for example, analysts estimate too high or low, she is
quick to manage the situation and provide the appropriate
numbers to rectify’ – China, sell side

5

Franshion Properties

‘Franshion Properties has made a significant improvement
to its transparency by issuing contracted sales data on a
monthly basis. I appreciate the initiatives of the web-based
financial statements that have eased the workload of
analysts and investors. Hardworking IR that is easy to
access’ – Hong Kong, sell side
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South East Asia Awards 2014

Best investor relations officer
StarHub (Singapore)
Jeannie Ong

62

PTT Exploration and Production (Thailand)
Nuchanong Sangkeaw

54
47
35

Kasikornbank (Thailand)
Dr Adit Laixuthai
Metro Pacific Investments (Philippines)
Albert Pulido

32

Frasers Centrepoint (Singapore)
Chen Fung Leng

32

SingTel (Singapore)
Sin Yang Fong

30

Keppel Corporation (Singapore)
Ivana Chua

26

PLDT (Philippines)
Melissa Vergel de Dios

StarHub

‘Even though Jeannie Ong has now become StarHub’s
chief marketing officer and has more to do than her
IR duties, she is still considered as good as it gets in IR’ –
Singapore, buy side

Kasikornbank

‘Kasikornbank’s IRO has strong presentation skills, a
professional manner and reacts quickly to questions’ –
Thailand, sell side
‘The IR people at Kasikornbank are very easy to reach and
willing to answer all questions. They are there for analysts
and provide all the data we ask for’ – Thailand, sell side

UOB (Singapore)
Jimmy Koh

27

1

3

4

Metro Pacific Investments

‘The IR officer at Metro Pacific Investments, a former
sell-side analyst, is straightforward and tells it like it is’ –
Philippines, buy side
‘Metro Pacific Investments is the benchmark for best IR.
It is proactive, forthright, accessible and consistent’ –
Philippines, sell side
‘Apart from all the usual areas of knowledge, IROs should
also be able to talk about how any bad news may affect
the company. Metro Pacific more or less fulfils my IRO
expectations’ – Philippines, sell side

‘StarHub’s IR team is smart and can answer my questions
without going to ask management’ – Singapore, buy side
‘StarHub will easily accommodate a meeting should we
require one and the IRO, Jeannie Ong, is willing to share
her extensive knowledge’ – Singapore, sell side

2

‘The IR team at Frasers Centrepoint is more forthcoming
than most and discloses more detail in the numbers’ –
Singapore, sell side

PTT Exploration and Production

‘I think the head of IR at PTTEP, Nuchanong Sangkeaw,
should be on an upward career path: with his knowledge,
integrity and poise, he does a great job of managing information for investors and analysts’ – Thailand, sell side
‘Nuchanong Sangkeaw is proactive, experienced and
knowledgeable with exactly the right attitude to the IR job.
The remainder of the investor relations team, however,
is relatively inexperienced and accessibility is becoming
more difficult’ – Thailand, sell side
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=5 Frasers Centrepoint

=5 SingTel
‘I have no complaints about the IR teams at SingTel
and StarHub as they are responsive, knowledgeable
and to the point. Both will organize meetings with
relevant management. They are the IR template’ –
Singapore, buy side
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RESEARCH PROCESS
Methodology

Greater China
Communications

Every award and ranking in the IR Magazine Investor
Perception Study – Asia 2014/2015 is based solely on a
survey of 402 members of the investment community
during June and July 2014. All the respondents to the
survey are based in Asia.
In the first stage of the research, IR Insight, the
research arm of IR Magazine, sent an email to a
contact list of portfolio managers, buy-side analysts
and sell-side analysts in Asia, inviting them to take
part in an electronic survey programmed by market
research firm Fox Insight. A total of 173 respondents
in Asia completed the survey electronically. Mary
Maude Research then interviewed a further 229
respondents by telephone.

Consumer discretionary
Consumer staples (including healthcare)
Energy & utilities
Financials (excluding real estate)
Industrials (including materials)
Real estate
Technology
South East Asia
Consumer discretionary

Points, rankings and awards
Points
Each respondent is asked to make three nominations
per category: first, second and third. A first choice
nomination earns six points, a second choice earns
three and a third choice earns two. The total number
of points is then calculated by multiplying by six the
number of ‘firsts’, by three the number of ‘seconds’,
and adding two points for each ‘third’. This points
system is also used for most of IR Magazine’s other
perception studies around the world.
Rankings
The points allow us to rank all companies in the
investor perception study. The company with the most
points is ranked in first place; as companies’ points
decrease, so do their rankings. This year the lowest
number of points a ranked company can have is 20.
Awards
There are a total of 48 awards in this report. Awards
are given for each category of IR asked about within
the survey, and the company or individual with the
most points in each category is the winner of that
award. The awards are separated into two regions:
there are 24 awards each in Greater China (covering
mainland China, Hong Kong and Taiwan) and
South East Asia (covering Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand). The sectors
used in each region vary slightly and are as follows:
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Consumer staples (including healthcare)
Energy & utilities
Financials (excluding real estate)
Industrials (including materials)
Real estate
Technology & communications

The grand prix for best overall investor relations in
each region has separate short lists for both large-cap
and mid or small-cap companies. The following
indices were used to determine which companies are
classified as large cap, as at June 2014:
FTSE China A50 Index
TSEC Taiwan 50 Index
Hang Seng Composite Large Cap Index
Straits Times Index
FTSE/ASEAN 40 index
In the vast majority of cases, a company’s country of
origin is determined by the location of its headquarters
(ie, a company headquartered in Beijing but listed in
Hong Kong is counted as mainland Chinese). Extra
factors are taken into account only for mainland
Chinese companies that are listed in Hong Kong that
have headquarters there as well. The location of the
company’s principal business operations and its
reporting currency are also considered pertinent.
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Respondents data

A total of 402 respondents completed the 2014 survey
(173 online and 229 by telephone).

Respondents by sector

44%

ONLINE survey

telephone survey

by investment role

TOTAL

55%

49%

36%

21%

30%

17% 3%

12% 12%

14%

7%

SELL-SIDE ANALYST BUY-SIDE ANALYST PORTFOLIO MANAGER OTHER

All or most sectors (generalist)

126

Communications

35

Consumer discretionary

48

Consumer staples

49

Energy

53

Financials (including real estate)

98

Healthcare

16

Industrials

48

Materials

21

Technology

43

Utilities

22

Respondents by location
COUNTRY
Greater China
South East Asia

50
210

Respondents based
Respondents covering

156
213

26
76
15
60
104
131

25
40
15
44
11
58

402 respondents participated in this survey
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Survey

Telephone questionnaire

Q1

Q5

Are there any particularly good fact books or other
publications that have come to your attention?

Q6

Reporting and disclosure
Overall, is the published information you
get from companies – annual reports, quarterlies,
interims (whether in hard copy or digital) –
satisfactory?

What about the online versions of these?
Which companies do best in reporting and disclosure?

Q2

Technology
In terms of technology, whether for financial
reporting or otherwise, what new developments do
you think actually help the investor relations process,
and how?
	Videoconferencing
Social media
Webcasts
Apps
And which companies that you deal with make the
best use of technology?

Q3

Meetings
In terms of meetings with companies
and/or their individual executives and IROs, what
do you like or dislike?
Do you find presentations tend to go on for about
the right amount of time?
Is there usually enough time for Q&A?
Can you think of any specific examples of particularly
good meetings?
Which companies you deal with hold the best
meetings?

Q4

Corporate governance
What issues are most important to you in
terms of corporate governance?
Accountability to shareholders
	Chief executive and other senior management
pay
Disclosure

Progress
Over the past year, which companies
have most improved the investor relations service
they offer you?

Sustainability
What concerns you most in terms of
sustainability issues? And what would you like in
terms of communication in this area?
Which of your companies stand out for having good
sustainability policy and practice?

Q7

IPO
Over the past calendar year, which company
conducted the best IR during its initial public offering?

Q8

People
Thinking about the people involved with
investor relations, what is most important to you
about the company executives you talk to in the
course of making investment decisions (openness /
accessibility / responsiveness / knowledge)?
Which areas of knowledge?
(Numbers, sector information, understanding the
impact of the macroeconomy, and so on)
At which of the companies you deal with do the IROs,
CFOs and CEOs best meet your expectations?
IRO
CFO
CEO

Q9

Grand prix
And now, thinking of all the different aspects
of investor relations, which companies that you have
been involved with over the last year have the best
overall investor relations? What makes them best?
What separates the truly excellent from the good?
Is there anything you can single out as crucial to a
first-class IR program?
Large cap
Small/mid-cap

Q10

Best IR in country
Which company has the best IR in……?
(Nominations for all the countries they are involved in)

Of all the companies you cover, which do you
think have the best corporate governance policy
and practice?
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